Healthy, high energy and junk ___
The best way to explore the woods
Know where you're going
For cooking and leaky tents
You always hope it doesn't do this
Versatile canvas or plastic covering
Good place to sleep
It's nice to camp near a babbling ___
Camp near here and go boating or floating
Follow this to see the sights
Necessary for life - and cooking, washing, etc
Many people go off into the ___ to camp
Cold food and drink storage
Follow the rules or you'll meet the ___
Water holder when hiking
Keeps your sense of direction
Catch your own dinner
Cuts the firewood down to size
Waterproof ones are best
Putting your gear behind you
Bad boots will give you these
Exploring the great ___
Some hiking trails have these built at intervals
Bring this so you don't burn
Deer, squirrels, bears, or the noisy neighbors
Everything you need to go camping
Carves wood, but handle carefully
Roasting them is an art
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